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Retrospective on Our January 2021 Macro Forecasts – “Better to be Lucky Than Smart”
▪

Each of Our Four Major Macro Forecasts on Target
– Our GDP forecasts for the Global economy, the DM and EM economies appear…
• To be accurate to the decimal point

▪

Identified Risks Didn’t Derail Financial Market Outcomes but Evolved in Surprising Ways
– Key identifiable risks: inflation, the virus, and record public & business debt levels
• Equity markets still had a banner year in 2021
– However, these risks evolved in dramatic ways…
• Global inflation surged to the highest levels in decades and…
• Despite the vaccine’s effectiveness, it did not prevent the Delta & Omicron outbreaks

▪

Arguably Our Lack of Foresight a Year Ago Was Fortuitous
– I suspect if we had foreseen the worrisome paths that inflation and the viruses would follow in ‘21, we would have
recommended that our clients adopt overly defensive investment strategies
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Global Cyclical Outlook (2022)
▪

Expansion Decelerating from Extraordinary 2021 Pace
– Global output gap from pandemic recession expected to close in early 2023

▪

Factors in Place for Above Trend, Albeit Less Robust, Growth This Year
– Policies to remain accommodative, though edging toward normalization
– Consumers and businesses in relatively strong financial positions
– Drags from virus expected to fade

▪

EMs Traditional Growth Advantage vis-à-vis DMs Narrower Than Usual
– Policy differences and virus outcomes expected to favor DMs in 2022

Expected Real GDP Growth1

1.

Global
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3.6

2.5

4.4

Global forecast is PPP weighted and DM and EM forecast are market weighted.
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Global Macro Backdrop: Output Gaps Narrowing
DM and EM Output Gaps

Global Output Gap

•

•

Global recovery - - supported by highly stimulative
policies and limited scarring -- proceeding at faster
pace than recent prior recessions
Expected to close output gap by early next year

•

DMs --unlike in prior recessions-- closing
output gaps at faster pace than EMs

•

DMs in aggregate could reach full capacity this
year
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Global Macro Backdrop: Policies Remaining Stimulative but Starting to Normalize
Central Bank Policy Rates

Government Debt

•

Policy rates expected to edge up in ’22

•

DM and EM fiscal policies are also expected to
remain stimulative

•

But remain low in context of post-GFC history and
real policy rates likely to stay negative

•

Debt-to-GDP ratios are expected to stabilize in
’22 and conclude their latest episode of rapid
expansion
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Global Macro Backdrop: Consumer & Business Financial Positions Favorable
US Nonfinancial Corporate Balance Sheets

G4: Household Income, Spending, Saving

•
•

G4 consumers exited recession in strong
position
Rising incomes and pent-up saving expected to
support spending in ‘22

•

Corporations in relatively strong financial positions

•

US corporate debt levels rose sharply during
pandemic but much of debt was acquired in
response to low rates and for precautionary reasons
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Identifiable Factors that Could Shape 2022 Outlook

Historic 2020-21 Business Cycle: Backdrop for Unprecedented Inflationary
Global Real GDP Since 19001

•
•
1 %yoy; US

Pandemic-related lockdowns resulted in largest drop in global GDP in modern history which prompted…
The unprecedented stimulus that produced the strongest and fastest recovery in 50 years

recession bars shown in grey, forecast 2021-23

Source: JPM
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Inflationary Surge Due to Unprecedented Recession & Stimulus/Reopening Distortions
G-10 Inflation Forecasts: Now vs. Year Ago

Source: GS

•
•

1.

Forecasters anticipated that comparisons with depressed 2020 price levels would elevate the rate of increase in
inflation in 20211 but…
They did not foresee the sharp rises in energy prices, strong demands for goods and supply shortages that would
increase prices at the most rapid pace in decades
For example, a year ago US headline inflation was forecast to increase to 2.8% in 2021 from 1.3% in 2020
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2021 Global Inflation Surge
Headline CPI Inflation (%)

•

Global and DM inflation surpassed 5% in November,
highest rate since 2008

•

Rising inflation beset virtually every country and
region in 2021 with the possible exception of China

•

EM CPI inflation ex China rose 7%1

•

Demand and supply imbalances exerted, significant
upward pressures on core goods prices2 while…

•

Spending on services was constrained by the virusrelated closures and behavioral changes

1.
2.

For the 12 months ending December ‘21 China’s CPI was up 1.7% and its PPI was up 11.5%
Price increases for motor vehicles (new and used) added 1 ½ % to U.S. core CPI over past 12 months

Source: Refinitiv, CE

Global Core Goods & Services Price Levels

Source: JPM
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2021 Global Inflation Outlook: Evolving Factors / Legacies of ‘21 Surge
Factors Shaping 2022 Inflation Outlook to Evolve Across Regions and Countries
– As the global expansion moves closer to potential, slack will narrow unevenly across countries/regions
• Wage pressure could mount, particularly in the US and UK
– Policy differences among countries and regions also likely to widen
• As monetary fiscal policies edge away from uber stimulus at different rates and …
– Idiosyncratic differences could increase
• Inflationary pressures from rising shelter costs potential problem in some countries

Let’s Turn First to the Two Principal Catalysts for the ‘21 Inflation Surge
– Higher commodity prices, particularly energy, and supply/demand imbalances
• Higher energy prices accounted for roughly half of the acceleration in headline CPI in 211
• ~1.5%- points of the increase in core CPI prices in major DMs in ‘21 is attributed to reopening distortions2
• Re-openings from lockdowns also triggered reversals of some previous price discounts — e.g., hotels and air fares

1.

Capital Economics: Despite comprising only 7% of CPI basket, higher energy prices accounted for ~60% of year to date rise in DM headline inflation (December 22, 2021).
JPM: EM ex China inflation ~6% in ’21, up from ~4% pre-pandemic, higher energy prices added ~1.2% points to ‘21 increase

2.

Resilient demand for goods by consumers with incomes supported by aggressive stimulative policies conflicting with depleted inventories, supplies constrained by
factory closures and rising shipping costs
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Commodity Markets are Expected to be Better Balanced in 2022
▪

Crude Oil Market Likely to be Better Balanced
–

–

–

Supply expected to increase moderately
• OPEC managing output increases with view to long-term outlook
• US shale producers adhering to capital discipline
Demand pressure likely to subside
• Global GDP growth forecast to moderate in 2022 from ’21
• Goods/services spending imbalances should start to normalize
Strengthening USD could also dampen crude prices

In addition to energy, agricultural price growth is also slowing after spiking
massively in 2021
–

–
–
–

Labor and fertilizer shortages and higher fuel prices contributed to cost
increases for producers
Unfavorable weather contributed to reduced production
Shipping bottlenecks contributed to market inefficiency and higher transport
cost in key commodity markets
Food prices in the US were +6% yoy in December and were the main driver
of December’s CPI increase
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High Commodity Price Base Effect Will Likely Be a Disinflationary Force in 2021
▪

Base Effects: Possible Slower Rates of Increase for Commodity
Prices
–
–

▪

Brent oil price rallied ~70% in “21. Even if it rallies to $100/bbl or
more this year, it is likely to be a disinflationary force
Europe’s natural gas exceptional price surge in ’21 unlikely to be
repeated
• Low supply from Russian pipelines, weather factors, and logistic
bottlenecks all contributed to spike in Europe’s gas prices
• Supply crunch largely seasonal and is expected to abate after
winter
• US helping Europe secure energy supplies in case of Russian
cutback
• However, Russian geopolitical volatility is a risk bear watching

70

Natural gas prices diverged in 2021 due to logistic constraints
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In sum, even if commodity prices stay unchanged at
current elevated levels, their contribution to Core PCE is
expected to decline to 0.3pp in ‘22 from 0.7pp in ‘21
–
–

Core PCE is the Fed’s favorite measure of inflation
The ‘22 estimate includes the lagged effect of slowing price growth
from H2 2021 feeding through

Source: Bloomberg
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Major DMs Goods and Services Inflation
Consumer Goods Inflation

•
•

Consumer Services Inflation

Durable goods prices principal driver of inflation surge in 2021 ex energy
− Price increase particularly strong in the US, though strong in the UK and above trend in Europe
Service price increases not as dramatic or differentiated

Source: BIS
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Goods Supply-Demand Imbalances: Expected to Subside But Not Fully Correct in ’22
▪

Above-Trend Goods Demand Poised to Edge Toward Normalization as Year Progresses
– Consumers expected to allocate larger share of income to services

•

Learning to live with the virus and better health outcomes

– WFH and other pandemic-related behavioral changes prompted…
•

Surge in demand for information tech, home gyms & other durables.

– Phasing out of some government relief programs, e.g., $1.9tr. US plan passed last March

▪

Supply Expected to Improve but “Work in Progress”
– Semiconductor output increasing, needed new capacity expected in 2nd H of ‘221
– Shipping costs have peaked but they’re still high
– Latest PMI data indicate goods sector output rebounding
– “Bullwhip effect” interesting potential wildcard2 cited by BIS economist

1.
2.

GS economists: auto sector accounted for 40% of latest US inflation (November) overshoot relative to Fed’s 2% core PCE target.
Bullwhip effect: when supply chain participants react to perceived shortages by ordering more, ordering earlier and by hoarding inventories, setting up potential rollercoaster path for prices.
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Supply Constraints Appear to be Abating
Shipping Costs May Have Peaked

Global Factory Output Inventories/Final Sales

Source: Markit, JPM
Source: Bloomberg, Data Stream, BIS
4. 7-day moving average for freight rate index
5. Daily dry bulk shipping rate index

▪

Shipping costs, though still significantly above
recent lows, appear to have peaked1

▪
▪

1.

Latest PMI data also suggest that supply
constraints easing
Manufacturing output is rebounding from last
summer’s lull and inventories are growing more
rapidly

BIS economists suggest that bullwhip effects may have contributed to some of recent volatility in shipping costs
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Global Macro Backdrop: GDP, Corporate Profits & Capex
Global Corporate Profits & Capex

Global Nominal GDP & Corporate Profits

•
•

GDP and corporate profit growth expected to decelerate
from exceptional 2021 pace
JPM economists’ forecast calls for nominal GDP growth of
7% and earning to increase by 10 -15%

•

Robust rebound in earning and strong corporate
balance sheets supported a strong rebound in ’21

•

Factors in place for further but perhaps less robust
increases in ‘22
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Auto Production Expected to Normalize in 2nd Half of Year/Price Pressures Subsiding Gradually
Semiconductor Capex

•

Capex spending by global semiconductor produces
currently above pre-pandemic level

•

Expect significant improvement in microchip availability
to support further increases in auto output in latter half
of year

•

Import prices and core goods prices ── barometers of
supply pressure for G-4 countries ── still at high levels
but down from recent peaks

Source: Federal Reserve, GS
*Capex spending by major producers weighted by

exposure

G-4 Core Import Prices / Consumer Goods Prices

Source: Natural Sources, JPM
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Omicron Causing Surge In New Cases But It Is Less Lethal & Likely To Be Short Lived
▪

Economic fallout from Omicron strain expected to be less severe than prior strains in most of the world
–
–
–

▪

Omicron is very contagious and has already radically overtaken Delta; it accounts for 98% of infections in the US currently
Hospitalization rates remain relatively manageable, despite higher infection rates
An Omicron infection is generally shorter and materially less fatal than previous strains

China is a possible exception given its zero-tolerance policy
–
–

The population is more vulnerable to a more contagious strain as immunity among population is lower
Policy responses bear watching given China’s important role in global supply chains

Source: NY Times
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Greater population immunity and medical advances likely to support economic activity
▪

GS analysis suggests that the world may be nearing an inflection point of the pandemic
–

▪

Greater population immunity, vaccinations, and improved treatment will lead to decline in both infections and hospitalizations

Global effective economic lockdown index (prominent blue line) remains flat or in decline – nowhere near levels in 2020
–

We expect that targeted lockdown policies and better medical outcomes will facilitate economic adaptation to the “new normal”
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Outlook for Major Countries / Regions / Groupings

US Cyclical Outlook (2022)
2021
Real GDP Forecast (%)

5.6

2022

2023

4.0

2.5

2022 Expected Growth Above Trend but Less Robust Than in 2021
– Policy shift principal reason for slowing vis-à-vis 2021
•

Significant slowing in fiscal stimulus / monetary policy edging toward normalization

– Potential offsets to fiscal drag include:
•

Pent-up saving , wealth effects, improving health outcomes, inventory restocking

•

Omicron likely to slow Q1 growth but not expected to have major impact on full year

Inflation for ’22 Expected to be Above Target but in Line with Fed’s Expectations
– Fed’s Forecast for Core PCE1 (%):

1.
2.

2021

2022

2023

4.4%

2.7%2

2.3%

Fed’s median forecast based on December 2021 FOMC Summary Projections
Expected US headline CPI: 5% yoy in ’22 and 3% yoy in Q4 ‘22
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US Cyclical Outlook (2022) cont’d
This Year’s Drop in Average Disposable Income from ‘21 to Be Offset by Lower Saving Rate

Source: Department of Commerce, GS

•

Despite sharp reductions in transfer payments in 2022, consumer spending should be supported by rising wages and
employment and most significantly by pent-up saving

•

Consumers are expected to use the excess savings accumulated during pandemic to sustain spending
23

US Cyclical Outlook (2022) cont’d
Wage Growth

GS Leading Indicator for Wages

Source: GS
Source: Department of Labor, GS

•

Composition-adjusted wage growth currently running
~4% over a year ago

•

Wages increased at a 5-6% annualized rate in Q2 &
Q3 ‘21. Increases at the lower end of the pay scale
reached double digits

•

GS forecasts that wage growth will settle around 4% this
year which including productivity will be in line with
Fed’s 2% inflation target

•

Key reasons: Q2 and Q3 labor shortages temporarily
increased by benefit programs and results from survey
and supply/demand analysis
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US Cyclical Outlook (2022) cont’d
Fiscal Retrenchment

Source: Congressional Budget Office, GS

PCE Inflation’s Path to ~2% in ‘23

Source: GS

•

Fiscal stimulus on track to moderate

•

Supply-Demand imbalances expected to fade as
year progresses

•

Administration’s comprehensive Build Back
Better program unlikely to pass

•

Services and shelter costs expected to be a
continuing source of inflationary pressure

Scaled-down program possible but not likely
to have significant effect on spending or tax
policies in 2022

•

Later in the year and in ‘23 some of supply
constrained categories could become a
deflationary impulse

•
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Euro Area Cyclical Outlook (2022)
▪

Real GDP Forecast (%) 2021
5.2

▪

2022
4.2

2023
2.9

Factors in Place for Continuing Above-Trend Growth in 2022
– Room to grow/household and nonfinancial corporations in relatively strong positions
– Sustained monetary and fiscal support
• Some modest tightening of fiscal stimulus expected, however1
– Omicron outbreak currently slowing growth but forecast to have relatively small impact on ‘22 growth
– New German coalition seemingly positive for growth

▪ Inflation Expected to be Higher for Longer but Fall Below 2% by Year End
– ECB’s Forecast for HICP inflation2: 2021
2.6%

1.
2.

2022

2023

3.2%

1.9%

ECB recently announced it would end PEPP net purchases in March, while providing an “APP bridge” and reserved option to reactivate program if necessary
December 2021 ECB projections
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Euro Area Cyclical Outlook (2022) cont’d
Euro Area Recession Recoveries

•

Recovery from COVID-19 shock stronger than prior
recoveries from Sovereign debt crisis and GFC

Wage Pressures Muted Thus Far

•

Unlike the US, wage pressures in the Euro area have
remained contained thus far

•

Some upward pressures could develop later in the year
when agreements negotiated in 2020-21 are revisited

Source: JPM
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Euro Area Cyclical Outlook (2022) Cont’d
Latest Growth & Inflation Projections

GDP

Core Inflation

Source: ???

•
•
1.

ECB in December made some modest
•
changes to its ‘22-’23 growth outlook
GDP forecast for ‘22 revised down 0.4pp %
to 4.2% and ’23 revised up 0.8pp to 2.9% •

Two-thirds of upgrade due to energy prices and one-third due to higher core inflation

Recent higher than expected energy prices and
core inflation also required the ECB to revise its
inflation forecast
Forecast headline inflation revised up 1.5pp to
3.2% for ‘22 and up 0.3pp for ‘23

Source: ECB, GS
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UK Cyclical Outlook (2022)
Real GDP Forecast (%)

2021

2022

7.0

4.5

2023
2.5

Growth Expected to Remain Above Trend This Year But…
– Decelerate from strong bounce-back performance in 2021
– Fiscal and monetary policies expected to edge toward normalization1
– Unexpected increase in Bank Rate to 0.25% in December attributed to:
•

Stronger-than-expected incoming data on labor market and inflation

Potential Risks Include Drags from Brexit and Scottish Political Issues
BoE’s CPI Forecast (%)2

1.
2.

2021

2022

2023

4.3

3.4

2.2

Budget deficit for 2022 as % of GDP ~ 3.5% vs ~8% in 2021
Four – quarter inflation rate: Monetary Policy Report: November 2021
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UK Cyclical Outlook (2022) cont’d
UK Inflation Expectations

UK CPI

Source: BOE, GS

•

•

Headline inflation expected to reach 6.8% over
year ago in April as result of rise in energy cap,
raising forecast ~2pp above November level
Government considering options to cushion
impact — e.g., suspend VAT tax on energy

Source: Haver Analytics, GS

•

Inflation expectations are still well anchored
(blue line left-hand scale)

•

There is a risk, however, that current inflation
surge could encourage workers to demand
higher wage settlements
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Japan Cyclical Outlook (2022)
▪

Real GDP Forecast (%)

▪

Latest Data Confirm Recovery Underway

2021
1.8

2022
3.3

2023
1.5

– Economy strong after restrictions lifted last September

▪

BoJ only major Central Bank Not Considering Normalizing Currently
– Inflation not expected to reach 2% target over ‘22-’23 horizon
Core CPI: History & Forecast1

Current Conditions & Outlook

Source: CAO, JPM

1.

Source: Statistics Bureau, JPM

Current CPI weakness attributed to government program which is expected to be revised, allowing index to recover to ~0.5% later in year
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China Cyclical Outlook (2022)
▪

Real GDP Forecast (%) 2021
7.81

▪

2022

2023

4.2

4.5

Outlook Shaped by Near-Term Cyclical Fundamentals and Policy Reorientation
– Cyclical fundamentals mixed but consistent with moderate growth
•

Principal positives: Strong exports, supportive consumers, monetary and fiscal policies

•

Principal negative: Housing sector

– Longer-term effects of policy reset problematic but cyclical effects expected to be small 2 with one exception

•

▪

Zero-Covid Policy Requiring New Shutdowns to Deal With Rising Omicron Cases
•

1.
2.
3.

Policies still oriented to maintaining broadly stable labor market but more tolerant of slower growth3

2022 GDP outlook recently reduced by 0.5pp to account for current shutdowns

Sequential 2021 quarterly yoy GDP growth: 18.3%, 7.9%, 4.9%, 2.9%
Tightening affecting: Fintech, big tech, private tutoring, cryptocurrency and carbon emissions. Also, providing support for advanced manufacturing, tech localization and renewable energy
Going forward macroeconomic “policy put” expected to be struck at a lower level
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China Cyclical Outlook (2022) cont’d
New Policy Composite

Source: Wind, Haver Analytics, GS

Housing Sector

Source: Haver Analytics, GS

•

Policy is expected to be restrictive but less tight
in ‘22 than in ’21

•

Property including ancillary goods and services
accounts for ~25% of China’s GDP

•

PBOC has emphasized need to keep liquidity
stable but to adhere to objectives of containing
credit growth and avoiding fiscal excesses
aggressive stimulus is unlikely

•

Sector’s contribution to GDP growth is expected
to shift from + 1pp in 2019 to -1pp over ‘22-’25
horizon
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EM Cyclical Outlook (2022)
▪

Key Factors Shaping Uneven EM Recovery
– Inflation differentials, commodity prices, strong private sector excess saving, space for recovery1, current account
positions in surplus, debt levels ex China largely contained2

Selected EMs

Regional GDP Outlook
% increases oya

GDP Forecasts3

2021

2022

2023

India

8.5

8.0

6.5

Russia

4.4

2.5

2.0

Brazil

4.5

0.5

1.8

Source: JPM

1.
2.
3.

EMs currently 3% points below potential
EM ex China households and corporations have barely run up debt in recent years and governments have accrued debt less dramatically than their peers in China
Consensus compiled by SECOR
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Pulling It All Together: Most Likely Macroeconomic Scenario for 2022
▪

Continuing Above Trend Growth, Albeit Less Robust than in 2021, Most Likely Scenarios for 2022
– Consumers’ excess saving/ businesses’ strong cash position / limited scarring from pandemic recession
•

Underpin expectation for supportive private sector

– Public policies edging toward normalization but expected to remain stimulative
•

Rates still long way from neutral/ increasing tolerance for budget deficits

– Inflation above central bank targets but expected to moderate over the course of the year
•

Easing bottlenecks, base effects, recovery of service sector

– Ebb and flow of virus possible source of interim volatility
•

Vaccinations, medical improvements and containment policies (targeted shutdowns) should limit downside risks
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Pulling It All Together: What Could Go Wrong1?
▪

Key Identifiable “Economic” Risks that Warrant Careful Monitoring
– Market participants need to remain “Accepting” of another year of above-target inflation
•

▪

Continuing acceptance likely to be predicated on:
‐

Inflation following a downward trajectory over the course of the year2

‐

Wages, particularly in the US and UK, rising in line with expectations3

Principal Quasi-Economic and Non-Economic Risks Stay “Manageable”
– Virus needs to stay “livable” – successful medical outcomes and effective containment policies
– Need to avoid severe geopolitical & national political setbacks: Russia, China, France’s election in April

▪

On Balance We Believe Our Most Likely Scenario is Well Supported But We…
– Should carefully monitor sequential inflation, wage trends, the global economy’s ability to manage the ebb and flow of the
virus, and unfolding geopolitical and political events

1.
2.
3.

In discussing risks, we tried to separate economic and non-economic risks and to focus on identifiable events that have a reasonable probability of occurring and will have significant consequences if they occur.
Sequential quarterly year-over-year CPI increases in 2022 for DMs are forecast by Barclays’ economists at: 5.4%, 4.7%, 3.8%, 2.5%
US wages are currently forecast to rise ~4% in 2022 by GS economist and the BoE economists estimate that private sector UK regular pay growth is currently running at about 4.5% versus a pre-pandemic rate of ~3%
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